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Software Configuration Management Patterns: Effective Teamwork, Practical IntegrationAddison Wesley, 2002
Effective software configuration management (SCM) strategies  promote a healthy, team-oriented culture that produces better software. Software Configuration Management Patterns alleviates  software engineers' most common concerns about software configuration  management—perceived rigidity...
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PHR/SPHR: Professional in Human Resources Certification Study GuideSybex, 2003
Whether you’re an HR professional seeking to validate the skills and knowledge acquired through years of practical experience or a relative newcomer to the HR field looking to strengthen your resume, the PHR and SPHR certifications from the Human Resource Certification Institute (HRCI) provide you with the means to do so. The PHR/SPHR:...
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Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender Civil Rights: A Public Policy Agenda for Uniting a Divided AmericaRoutledge, 2014

	This book could be aptly entitled After Marriageâ€•What Is Next for the LGBT Community? Now that marriage is increasingly being institutionalized in many states within the United States it is quite likely that marriage will be acceptable in all 50 states (dependent upon action of the U.S. Supreme Court). What lesbian, gay, bisexual,...
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Mobilize Your Enterprise: Achieving Competitive Advantage Through Wireless TechnologyPrentice Hall, 2002
Companies can gain an enormous advantage by mastering mobile technology. A wireless workforce allows information to flow immediately and freely between off-site employees and the home office, leading to what mobile business strategy expert Patrick Brans calls friction-free sales and service. In Mobilize Your Enterprise, Brans explains precisely...
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Living the Brand: How to Transform Every Member of Your Organization Into a Brand ChampionKogan Page, 2004
A company’s workforce is its most valuable asset. It is the employees who translate an organization’s strategy into reality, who interact with consumers and who determine the corporate brand.

In this fully updated second edition, Nicholas Ind demonstrates how a participatory approach can enhance employee commitment, improve...
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The Two Income Trap: Why Middle-Class Mothers and Fathers Are Going BrokeBasic Books, 2003
This groundbreaking exposé brings to light the surprising financial consequences of mothers going to work, and the precarious position of today's middle class.
  More than two decades ago, the women's movement flung open the doors of the workplace. Although this social revolution created a firestorm of controversy, no one questioned the...
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Recent Advances in Computational Optimization: Results of the Workshop on Computational Optimization WCO 2017 (Studies in Computational Intelligence (795))Springer, 2018

	
		Our everyday lives are practically unthinkable without optimization. We constantly try to minimize our effort and to maximize the reward or progress achieved. Many real-world and industrial problems arising in engineering, economics, medicine and other domains can be formulated as optimization tasks. This volume presents a...
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The Engaging Leader: Winning with Today's Free Agent WorkforceKaplan Business, 2003


	During the summer of 1999, I was reading about the collapse of

	the Colorado Rockies baseball team under manager Jim Leyland.

	Leyland came to Colorado as a high-priced savior, but he and the

	team never meshed. Things got so bad that he announced his resignation

	before the first season was over. This came as a mystery to

	the...
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Survey of Industrial Chemistry (Topics in Applied Chemistry)Springer, 2002

	Survey of Industrial Chemistry arose from a need for a basic text dealing with industrial chemistry for use in a one semester, three-credit senior level course taught at the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire. This edition covers all important areas of the chemical industry, yet it is reasonable that it can be covered in 40 hours of lecture....
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Hundred Percenters:  Challenge Your Employees to Give It Their All, and They'll Give You Even MoreMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Push employees to their full potential with “tough love” leadership!


	“Provides the tools managers need to take ‘average’ employees and create a culture of accountable, fully engaged people. Managers will learn to recognize their leadership style and understand how they, too, can become Hundred...
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Keeping The Millennials: Why Companies Are Losing Billions in Turnover to This Generation- and What to Do About ItJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	"This is a great book and a must-read for anyone who wants tounderstand the young people who are now or will soon join the workforce. It'sone of the most useful value-added books about the Millennial generation."

	—Warren Bennis, Distinguished Professor of Management, University of Southern California,and...
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Handbook of School Mental Health: Research, Training, Practice, and Policy (Issues in Clinical Child Psychology)Springer, 2013

	With so few therapeutic outlets readily available to young people, schools have evolved into mental health centers for many students. Yet schools are hampered by limited access to resources needed to provide mental health promotion, prevention, and intervention services.


	Like its acclaimed predecessor, the Second Edition of the...
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